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don't want mountaineering father my mother contributed X chromosome, and my father also generously given Y chromosome, so in
1994 I came to this world. < p > since I can remember, you know my father is very busy, every day get up earlier than me, sleep later
than I, even at the end of the week he also carry a big bag, wearing thick clothes, leaning on a crutch, and disappear in a day or two
to go mountain climbing not accompany me to play, so when don't particularly want to mountain dad, also do not want to genetic his
climbing gene. Later, I learned a melodramatic drama of a cry two busy not to let him out, even though I knew it was useless, do that
just want to he can accompany me to play. I do not want to present < p > may trouble much, he also have a guilty conscience, dress
up as Santa Claus, a Casio Pro trek mountain table into my bed, but I want is a cassette in the game machine. But I don't mind the
watch, after all, but also when the toys with them. After that, my dad was still home to put up the tent, Family Day has become a
weekend camping, picnic and hiking. Slowly "want" gene in dad under cultivation fermentation, let me have hope to be climbing. But
my father is getting more and more busy, don't say mountain climbing camp, even the time of eating together is difficult to gather
together. But I still did not forget to reach the summit that Jin shuang. is activated by the climbing gene never forget, there must be
repercussions. A chance to get down to Nepal as a volunteer. Nepal, is a country with 8000 more than 8 meters high peak. Climbing
season every year, the world's climbers will gather in Nepal group. I also carried a huge backpack, wearing dad to buy the CASIO
TREK PRX-8000T PRO, set foot on the plane to Nepal, to carry out a period of two months of volunteer activities and my plan has
been a long time to climb the mountain. as a volunteer, I have the honor of meeting a small partner who has a few experience of
climbing the mountain and consult him. After all, I will face the world class mountain. He very patiently to me about the route, the group,
in order to receive the documents, to be prepared before climbing the sleeping bags, clothes, altimeter and GPS and Casio Pro trek
mountain sheet, and so on. world class Alpine adventure and excitement when I stand in the world class high mountain, but I hope that
my father's climbing genetic gene. Because you want to climb, need courage, technology, wisdom and luck. Although can provide
strong technical support for my hand PRX-8000T, but Hill is not determined factors make me shudder at the foot of the mountain. < p
> we continue to walk, the temperature is getting lower and lower, had to wear thick winter clothes, so too must regulate the tic and
the depth of hardening of titanium metal strap and will watch to wear the gloves. But the wind is more and more strong, scraping face
pain, so they put on the windproof mask >
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